
COMMENTS ABOUT FAKE NEWS (Workshop in December) 

 
I think fake news is to be banished, clickbaits for example are not a problem but fake 

news on sensitive topics are very dangerous. The fake news is only for cheating and 

scamming people (Christian S.) 

 

I think that fake news is very dangerous for the people who don’t know what is true 

and what is false. 

At school during a debate we said that working on fake news help you to recognize 

the truth and be more responsible, for me it is not true because if the fake 

news  wouldn't exist we didn’t need to be aware. (Sofia Bedussi). 

 

I think that the news published in the media  must be  true because the news can 

convey a lot and it is not a joke, in the class we discussed about this topic: it is a 

problem if we believe in fake news. (Martina Gnecchi) 

 

In my opinion, it is very dangerous to write fake articles, because it makes you 

believe in untrue things, making you have a negative or positive view of something 

that is the opposite of your opinion. (Samirha Ouoni) 

 

I think that fake news is very dangerous because people might believe and spread the 

wrong things.  

 

Portuguese: não é de hoje que mentiras são divulgadas como verdade, e muitas vezes 

jornais bem conhecidos costumam divulgar notícias do gênero, autores que criam 

manchetes absurdas; qualquer tipo de informação falsa, da mais simples à mais 

descabida induz as pessoas ao erro. (Agatha) 

 

Fake news 

During the workshop  I learnt how to discover fake news in a website, for example a 

website has always grammatical errors in its posts, strange elements and usual 

photos. Another example is when an article is written by an anonymous. 

Now I know how to find fake news and I think that today this topic is very important 

because on the internet we can find all we want. So it is important to use our brain 

when we are searching for information on the internet but also anywhere. (Michele 

Bresciani) 

The fake news is wrong and can be dangerous for those who read that  since it can 

convey wrong information. (Alice Ragnoli) 


